5/16/2019 TNL Meeting Notes
Howard Romero called the meeting to order at 7:04 In attendance were Howard Romero, Jen Burton,
Joie Lehouillier, Mara Siegel, Tim Mikovitz, Kyle Nuse and Sophia Berard, Lois Frey and Elly Ventura
from LRSWMD.
Minutes from the last meeting were not approved yet.
Directors and treasures reports, no checks received and no invoices to submit.There were no
changes to the TNL fiscal balances.
Committee Reports:
Sponsors - Mara created a letter and will send out requests to previous sponsors amd new
ones. Mara would like to post on TNL FB page to promote sponsorship. Jen is going to add
herself as an admin for the TNL facebook page.
Kyle mentioned it is important to get an official letter out to sponsors.

Vendors:
Sophie sent a letter to the vendors.Vendors have been sending requests to the TNL FB page.
Everyone agreed to ask the vendors to send an email to the new TNL committee email.
Bands:
Sophie has 4 bands booked!
Elly Ventura from LRSWMD:
What can we do?
 Limit vendors and what they can bring for packaging. (Styrofoam is banned)
 Promote carry in and carry out
 Limit people’s choice of places to throw trash
 Have one centralized station that is manned.
Elly showed us some signs that we can use. There was more discussion about end of the night
and where the trash was going to go? The need for a box to store the trash was brought up
again. Could supplies for the pizza oven be stored near the box?
Elly also mentioned there really was not much food waste.
We should advertise and promote bringing your own utensils.
LRSWMD has a waste warrior program. Elly was going to reach out the them for us.
Tim mentioned perhaps a vendor voucher for volunteers? There was discussion about where
that centralized spot for trash would be?
Jen update on non-profits - Carrie Lohr is helping to organize folks for the non-profit table.
Lois Frey from the historical society said she would help with publicity.
Discussion about the manager on duty for the site? Committee will share the burden of who will
be the point person during the event.
Sound:
Tim gave us an update that he negotiated with Dark Star productions for the console and snake
and got a great price of $2,400. Howard asked Tim to stop and talk to Rosemary at the town for
next steps. Jen made a motion to purchase the equipment that Tim found for $2,400, Sophie

second, all approved. Tim has microphones. Kyle will bring up the kickstart and gofundme ideas
to the selectboard meeting.
Sophie asked about the contract for bands. Jen is going to help Sophie make an electronic
version they can electronically sign.
Discussion on signage, Howard said everything is in closet at bandstand.
Tim made a motion to adjourn.
Submitted by Joie Lehouillier

